
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It wasn't only in the trees that nests ___________________.1. (build)were being built

An expedition _________________ to punish a neighbouring tribe for
frequent deeds of violence to British subjects.
2.

(send)
was being sent

Soldiers were subjected to vigorous discipline, but they were given the
supplies to which they were entitled, and they were made to feel that they
______________________ to some purpose.

3.

(employ)were being employed

While food _____________________ the thought struck him that he would
go and see her in her bath.
4.

(prepare)
was being prepared

The fog ____________________ away more rapidly now, and the boys
soon made another discovery that interested them.
5.

(carry)
was being carried

The next minute the first screw ______________________.6. (withdraw)was being withdrawn

Then he told me that my bath _________________ ready.7. (make)was being made

He had a funny feeling, too, that he ____________________, although he
couldn't see any one.
8.

(watch)
was being watched

While the salt ____________________, no one was allowed to walk on the
floor.
9.

(weigh)
was being weighed

However as my country ____________________ I thought I might as well
get a little of the credit for myself.
10.

(admire)
was being admired

The boat _____________________; it was making progress.11. (master)was being mastered

What texts __________________ this season?12. (use)were being used

The plan called for him to arrive first, to make sure he hadn't been traced,
and then to see whether she _____________________.
13.

(follow)was being followed

A moment later he ___________________ about by the cross-currents.14.
(toss)

was being tossed
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A special breakfast ___________________ to the dozen or more
students who intended to take the early train to the city.
15.

(serve)
was being served

In a few minutes his traps were on the roof, and he
___________________ to the station.
16.

(drive)was being driven

Men continued to shout, and guns ________________________, but not
so frequently as before.
17.

(discharge)
were being discharged

His eyes ____________________ to facts that he had never dreamed
could be connected with a simple organization of growing lads.
18.

(open)
were being opened

____________________ a prisoner-or was he-hiding?19. (he/keep/?)Was he being kept

We stood on the step together while his horse ____________________
round, and in the half-lights he stooped down and kissed me.
20.

(bring)
was being brought
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